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MCC eCare Plan Notes

FHIR Goal Resource
● Emma described the updates on the MCC resource, including comparing data elements

against US Core.
o Three extensions are being added to the resource to allow for goal acceptance

(must support), reason to reject (must support), and goal relationship type.
▪ Concerning the goal type, the care planning community needs to be able

to define this concept.
o There is also the introduction of barriers to goals and protective factors, which will

also be extensions.
● Stephen asked if the two extensions, goal acceptance and goal reason rejected, are

applied beyond the patient.
o Emma explained that the concept is on the goal and the resource requires a

patient reference.
o Jay shared in the chat: Stephen, just in case this is what you were asking, the

context is the patient, but the acceptance extension identifies the individual
(patient, provider, related) doing the acceptance evaluation.

o Stephen responded that goal acceptance/rejection context could be on the
patient, provider, relatedPerson (family).

● Emma shared that the required elements for must support include lifecycle status,
description, and subject from a profiling perspective.

● The elements on slide 10 exist in the profile from a value set perspective and can have
value sets.

o For related goals, there need to be specifications on the relationship.



o Barriers and protective factors related to goals can be referenced through
extensions.

● Through comparisons of the profile goal of MCC and US Core, there are two new
extensions, barrier and protective factor, which can be made must support when
profiling.

o Current goal acceptance has three extensions.
o The current goal rejected has a codable concept on the value, but Patient Care

will need to specify example values.
o Relationship type also needs to be specified.
o A codable reference is a new data type to FHIR. The barrier can be another

resource like a barrier or another reference, or a code (which allows for text
element).

● Emma reviewed the spreadsheet where she compared the US Core Must Support, and
the MCC Must Support overlap.

o These include achievement status, description, subject, target, and due date.
● Himali asked for clarification on the lifecycle status.

o Emma clarified that this is the status of the goal, such as active or completed.
● The SDOH card must support include slices under category, addresses, and outcome.
● Emma is also evaluating the search queries in US Core.

o US Core does not have a description search parameter, and a Jira ticket
(FHIR-36690) is currently submitted.

o Future work may include goals by achievement status.
o Bob asked if a codable reference was available in US Core, and Emma

responded that it is in R5 elements.
▪ Bob noted there is a process for making changes in elements from R5

into R4 but not for pre-adopting a data type.
▪ Emma stated that this is work done with Lloyd on extensions to allow for

the searchability of barriers and protective factors around goals.
▪ Pre-adopting a reference is possible because the codable reference is in

R4B.
● Emma shared that there are no specified search parameters in SDOH, and we have

been using US Core until feedback is elicited from implementers.
o Bob noted that search parameters in the capability statements are not part of US

Core social service request.
o Emma explained that there are the same search parameters as US Core for

goals.
● Emma noted that US Core and MCC have not sliced category while SDOH does.
● Emma stated that we need a value set for relationship type for patient care.

o Dave C commented that no default value sets are identified and may create an
extensional value set.

o ACTION: PC to submit a Jira ticket (FHIR-36774) to see if this can be defined
and will look into CDA to reference goals together

▪ Dave C and Emma determined that the value set is owned by Patient
Care in a profile extension on the goal resource.

● The direction of the Goal-to-Goal relationship needs to be defined.
o The overarching goal (target goal) could be losing 50 lbs, but intermittent goals

(milestone goals) could be 5 lbs increments.
o For an SDOH goal, the target goal would be employment, while a milestone goal

would be completing a basic skills training course.
o Karen shared topic 5 in the Care Planning track scenario for another example of

a goal to goal relationship.

https://jira.hl7.org/browse/FHIR-36690
https://jira.hl7.org/browse/FHIR-36774
https://confluence.hl7.org/display/FHIR/2022-05+Care+Planning


o With the relationship extension, both the type and target are required.
o Dave C asked about relationships in FHIR resources about the relationship

between milestones and targets.
▪ Emma responded that Lloyd mentioned the goal that came first points to

the thing that comes second.
▪ Jay explained that the first recorded goal is the point that other goals will

reference.
▪ Stephen added that, from a workflow perspective, the goals need to be

bidirectional so that the milestones reference the target and vice versa.
o Becky commented that CDA has overarching goals with subgoals that point to

this.
▪ In her experience, Epic was interested in understanding how USCDI

maps out goals.
▪ She plans to submit a note to FHIR as they are missing the subgoals as

they are doing the opposite.
▪ Dave is concerned that, when unable to accomplish a goal, the act of

modifying the milestone concerning the target.
● Monique inquired when goals are classified as a single goal instance or individual target

goals with dates bound together.
o Dave responded that the target contains the code of the measure and the value.
o The concern is how to reference the goals separately and document

achievement status.
o The target in the goal resource is meant to target a specific number,

measure, or result, whereas the extension targets another goal resource.
● Himali asked about the nesting capability of goals.

o Dave responded that relationships between goals define this.
o The goals target observations, but how are the goals documented if the

observation does not yet exist?
▪ The finding could be a codable concept and not need to be a resource.

● Jay asked if there was an official list of use cases with proposed changes.
o Emma confirmed that these are documented in the relevant Jira tickets.
o Eric explained that if the subgoal needs to be tracked individually for

achievement status or priority, including it as a target of an overall goal would not
allow for this.

o Monique recommended adding an element under target for due date with a
comment of missed or achieved.

● Monique inquired how would goals be handled with multiple targets and multiple due
dates when tracking the overall achievement?

o Profiles may specify this.
● Laura asked in the chat if there is a model or example on this, or should we try to

develop one for housing or some core SDOH 'goal'?
o Emma responded that current examples are focused on labs but are not flushed

out.
o When doing the profiling, examples will be included.


